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About This Content

Download the Yamaha Historical Bikes DLC Pack to receive the bikes that have defined the last 20 years of Yamaha
motorcycle production.

The DLC Yamaha Historical Bikes is a memento of the recent past, featuring bikes that enchanted millions of motorcyclists.
The R7 (1998) was specifically designed to compete in the championship dedicated to 750 cc bikes and only 500 units were

produced. The R1 (1998) was conceived with the objective of creating a unique bike that would combine the performance of a
1,000 cc with the lightness and maneuverability of a 600 - legend has it that Yamaha redesigned every single component. The

R1 (2002), developed under the supervision of Kunihiko Miwa, was the first major revision of the model, bringing better
handling and a higher level of riding pleasure.

Yamaha YZF R7 1998:

•Displacement: 749cc
•Maximum power: 77.3 kW (106CV) @ 11.000 rpm
•Maximum torque: 72 Nm (7.4 kg-m) @ 9000 rpm

•Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank): 207Kg

Yamaha YZF R1 1998:

•Displacement: 998cc
•Maximum power: 109.5 kW (148.8CV) @ 10.000 rpm
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•Maximum torque: 108.3 Nm (11.0 kg-m) @ 8500 rpm
•Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank): 193 Kg

Yamaha YZF R1 2002:

•Displacement: 998cc
•Maximum power: 110.8 kW (152CV) @ 10.500 rpm

•Maximum torque: 104.9 Nm (70.71 kg-m) @ 8500 rpm
•Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank): 193 Kg
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Title: RIDE: Yamaha Historical Bikes
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2 / Windows 7 SP1 / Windows 8 / Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i3-530 @ 2.93 GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 810 @ 2.60 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 @ 1GB / ATI Radeon HD 6790 @ 1GB*

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 35 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported.

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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Finally decided to finish this after randomly getting it from a Bundle many years ago.

What a fu**ing waste of time.

The graphics are decent, if a bit dated and the water effects are kind of impressive when they're not glitching out, seriously,
water does not react like it's freaking sand in real life, giving it a "delayed" effect, almost like it's Moses opening up the water
and before you ask, I definitely could handle this game at 60 fps most of the time, so it wasn't my system's fault.

The platforming is alright, but the movement is incredibly tedious, you'll be performing many moves you didn't intend to, thus
frequently leading you to quite a few unintended deaths, you'll also be performing many hacking sequences, but really they're a
sh!ttier version of the hacking mini-game from the Batman Arkham games.

When the shooting starts, oh boy, the AI is either too stupid or too accurate, so you'll either be bored out of your mind, or die a
freaking lot for how damn unfair it sometimes feels, worse yet, sometimes you'll be fighting underwater.

The story is just lazy and generic, like, oh it's so convenient that out of nowhere the protagonist just randomly decides to check
on the security network, just because she can't access to it, even though it's late at night and there's a massive party going on
(new year's eve? they never specify) and speaking of which, none of the characters are relatable, the protagonist just yells all the
time and the engineer guy helping you got really annoying really fast, like, he does the Zelda fanfare at one point after turning a
stupid valve, that just made him look like a douc**bag.

The game also never answers a few things it brings up, like the apparent phobia that the protagonist has to water, it's never
directly adressed, but you always hear some child voices while underwater, why does she listens to that? What's the deal with the
intro of someone drowning on a cave? Are those two things connected somehow? WHO FU**ING KNOWS!

The last 40 minutes were absolutely miserable, with a ton of enemies shooting you from everywhere while trying to find
some pills, because spoilers I guess (I really don't care), you get infected with some nano-thingies and you need to
retrieve some pills every now and then, so imagine having to deal with tons of enemies while trying to find said pills.

You get some super powers by the last 10 minutes of the game -yes, you read that right, 10 minutes before it ends, you
literally can't use them beyond a couple of rooms and a few corridors. Admitedly they're kinda cool, but it just
highlights how uninpressive and dated the water physics look. Oh and you have to do the Half-Life 2 water physics
puzzle with some barrels a couple of times.

The ending is... Well, it just ends! It seems like it was intended to be a trilogy, but even if it was the first part of a
trilogy, it literally has NO conclusion whatsoever, no setup, not even a cliffhanger, NOTHING!.

Whatever, fu**ing game sucks anyways. At least it's mercifully short, but don't waste your money or your time with
this piece of sh!t.. naruto paint. ADD \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING FULLSCREEN IN THE GAME
. I've bought Fastline Simulation products for quite a while now. They're a company that specialises in freight and
departmental rolling stock, and are always a byword for quality. It's wonderful to see them on Steam.

On to the actual product, these are the ZCA Sea Urchin ballast wagons in many EWS-era liveries - both pristine and
weathered. The sounds are good, the texture work is high quality and accurate to the real thing, and the variety in loads
are most welcome.

That is comes with rear lights is great, as is the free TSR (Temporary Speed Restriction) signage. For \u00a32.99, I'd
say go for it, especially if you're a scenario writer wishing to add more wagon variety in early 2000s scenarios.. Either
you don't know what your next step is,
or you read the diary and instead of clues get the solution

Lots of text even if you click something irrelevant
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Nice and atmospheric little game with a mixture of adventure, survival, crafting and farming. The survival aspect is eating your
homegrown tomatoes, lots of them actually. The game is still in Early Access and it could benefit from a better translation..
Don't do it. It's just not worth it. You will play the game and have fun, and then it will crash after you die, over... and over... and
over again. You'll reload the game and sit through all the cutscenes only to die again and have it freeze at a white screen. It will
happen again, and again, and again, and then you'll come here and write an angry review of the game.. They said that they were
going to update, a year later, nothing.

Its probablyan idea to see what company they next use and avoid.. Fantastic flashback of the 80's when I was a kid sitting on the
floor playing Paper Boy on the NES.
Great game, nicely made and fairly addicting.. While short and to the point, this game hits a lot of the right notes. I liked the
various endings that keep you guessing as to which might the "true" ending (if there even is one). I can easily see this game
being expanded into a multi-hour VN, but for now its more of a short story that leaves you thinking afterwards. Any fan of
thrillers/mysteries should play this game to help with a small craving.. Great game, its very fun!
Loved the drawings, its mechanics and the theme. well done!. really fun but an annoying game.. crashed after my second play
but fun ig giv it a uninstall. Stream Animals is a "must have" for Streamers!

It is a clever game that allows the streamer and their audience members a chance to interact and have fun together. Everyone
loves to win and Stream Animals will bring out the competitive side of your audience to have some light-hearted fun. I have
launched Stream Animals during my breaks to allow my audience members some engaging interaction while I was away from
my keyboard. I have also used Stream Animals as a unique way to present giveaways with winner-take-all, allowing the
participants to choose their moves, vote on the events and have a chance to skew the results in their favor or to hinder an
opponent. Stream Animals is a lot of fun to play.

When the game begins, each participant will type in the streamers chat to select their animal (!pig, !fox, !bear etc.) or they can
simply type !join or !j to join with a randomly selected animal. There are many animals to choose from and everyone will have
a favorite. The streamer can elect to have certain animals restricted for their Subs Only, to provide a reward to your most loyal
followers and every Sub will also have a star above their head to show how special they are to your channel.

There are 3 board sizes which automatically adjust up as more players enter the game. The smallest size will accommodate 16
players and the largest size will accommodate up to 64 players.

Each round allows the players to select a move by entering in chat (!N, !S, !E, or !W) or they can simply allow the computer to
select for them by typing !auto or use !auto off to begin selecting their own moves again. After everyone has moved, there will
be an event for that round. The event is either selected by the computer at random or is voted upon by your audience (The ratio
is customized by the streamer). The events range from ground pieces being removed in rows, diagonals, or random sections, to
other animals (owls, chickens and ducks) entering the playing field to attack remaining players, and a new wind event which can
randomly move players in one direction.

Overall, Stream Animals has been a huge success for my stream, and my audience has a lot of fun playing and engaging the
other members to see who will be victorious and wear the Winners Crown for the next game. Daily, Weekly, Monthly and All-
Time leader boards allow your audience a chance to keep track of all their wins during your stream in addition to all the other
participants.

Enjoy!
www.twitch.tv\/kumquat_tv. Not worth it, even if it becomes a free game.
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